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museums with considerable scientific technological
or industrial collections could find work to do in
this fteld
One importint point must be stressed The
education department must not be a poor relation
within the museum grudgingly afforded a little
unused space and staffed by seconded teachers
widelj regarded ob unwelcome by the rest of the
stiff feuch has been the case occasionally in the
past but where the job to be done is of such
importance it must be done by people of high
intellectual calibre whose role in the museum is
not merely that of exploiters but no less that of
advisers These are the people who will have the
grtatest contact with the thoughtful visitors of
all ages and who will represent the management
of the museum in the eyes of n obt of its public
Their ideas for the Improvement of the collections
will come from their practical experience of the
value of those collections to the most interested
people and their knowledge of the subjects will be
enriched by contact with many visitors, wlio have
specialised knowledge of those subjects
What Do the Visitors Want?
Even in the Science Museum group visits
account for less than 10% of total attendinee It
would be extremely difficult to do a statistical
analysis of the motivations of the rest and it bas
not been attempted Some indications hive been
given by casuil visitors to public lectures on
faaturdaj afternoons As these represent perhaps
2% of visitors on that day and a probably un
representative sample at that undue importance
cannot be attached to what they said but at
least over some years these people have given
answers conforming to the same pattern
There were always a few who had come specially
to attend the lecture because they were interested
in the subject They were invariably people who
had visited the museum before most of them fre
quently All the rest had come to the lecture
because they were in the museum and had seen the
lecture publicised within the building The ques
tion then put was why had they come to the
museum? The rather vague answers provided by
this predominantly adult set of people suggested
that almost all had been before and thought the
museum a splendid place About a thud had
an evident desire to increase their store of know
ledge The rest simply wished to experience
pleasure of a not very intellectual kind br seeing
things of beauty (which are not the sole preroga
tive of art museums) by seeing other people by
enjoying the comforting sensations of man s great
ness and even by feeding national pride Such
motives are not to be despised and would suffice
for poets novelists and even painters but a
curious point is that very few of these people
made a habit of visiting art museums whereas
among the more purposeful third this was quite
common
A possible reason for the popularity of the
Science Museum and of other museums such as the
Museum of British Transport with relatively un
motivated visitors is that such museums approach
history or science or art via the workadaj world
in which they feel at ease and able to contribute
some understanding The art museums start
Tight at the top with what are usually the pro
ducts of an £lite for an e'hte and on the assumption
that we needs must love the highest when we see
it devote more care to presentation than to inter
pretation The result is often a good deal of
public embarrassment Even though this division
of museums into two kinds is an absurd over
simplification it remains true that practically
everything in any museum can be made more
accessible to the public by treating it as if it were
a scientific mystery rather than a self evident
Organisation of Collections
The smaller the museum the smaller the problem
when It comes to organisation of collections but
the greater the challenge of trying to turn scraps of
information into a body of knowledge for tbe
visitor to acquire No fact contributes to know
ledge If it stands alone and a small scientific
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 collection requires contextual nwtenal if it is to
engage the attention of any but the most informed
and dedicated student Manv small museums
have specialised collections of scientific matenil
often the gift of a local collector of notability It
is easj to see how such a collection of for instance
eirlv photographs and equipment can be vitalised
by putting it in the context ot the history of photo
graphy certainly but also of optics of photo
chemistry and of ait and by aiming eventually
to include cinematography ind such aspects as
photolithography In this way even a angle
collection can enhance its value to the casual or
purposeful visitor immeasurably
The iim of a small museum in the scientific field
should be m some way to expand because there is
virtue in sheer size and •variety This adds the
element of comparison to that of context and so
increases the intellectual ktimulus but of course
it increases the problems of organisation and of
interpretation Ihe extreme example of this is
the 'Science Museum where the richness of the col
lections males it possible to pnt most of the
objects into several different contexts However
only one ba&ic °et of references can be used for tie
physical layout of the galleries so the mnseuiu is
arranged according to some flf tj subject divisions
Even these require some duplication of material
It is perhaps in unravelling another fifty subjects
from the same material that the education service
performs a task peculiarly its own These sub
jects are partly perfectb obvious academic type
ones such as electronics kinematics or wa>e
mechanics and lead the student (of electronics for
example) through collections labelled Atomic
Physics Eadio and Television X Eay& Jsavlga
tion Time Measurement and Mathematics The}
may deal with particular materials such as rubber
or plastics or with periods of history Ideally i
museum of great size should have ways of referring
its visitors to all these paths of knowledge winch
lead over many different fields preferably by
means of publications but perhaps also bj means
of large photographic displays
A museum which is not too large or too crowded
and which takes its educational function serioubly
might well dispense entirely with the practice of
imposing a logical physical organisation on its
collections The assumption would have to be
made that every visitor would be equipped with
the particular guide to suit his requirements It
could be argued that it is more economic to print
more guides than to attempt to coax awkward
material into possibly unpractical juxtapositions
The advantage from the point of view of display
and of convenience within the building would be
great but the intellectual advantage might be
still greater It is becoming increasingly impor
tant that young scientists and engineers should not
be trained to think along the lines of a single sub
ject or part of asubject but should be aware of the
possibility of other ways of thinking Not onlj
will this make them better scientists in the first
place—it will also equip them better to reapply
their scientific training m another field should this
be necessary
Types of Exhibit
A particular difficulty confronting museums of
science and technology is the extraordinary variety
and extreme range of size of their objects on ^ Jew
A locomotive may weigh 100 tons and an insect
be only visible through a microscope This
immediately poses the question of whether a
model of the locomotive would not do as well or a
microphotograph of the insect The answer to
this is no but in some cases it is only no by a
narrow margin It depends upon the visitor
There ib a type of visitor who comes to a museum
especially to see the real thine In the case of the
Insect reality is already once removed by the micro
scope but it is still worth while to display one or
two hi this way and to back them up with a large
collection of photographs of other varieties In
the case of the locomotive size is of its essence too
and its beauty (or ugliness) is partly scale depen
dent as is all beauty Its relationship to the men
that handled it and crawled about it is historical
evidence and its technology is far more readily
grasped hi the full size Finally at the present
time it can be obtained for about half the price of a

